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Low Latency T-EMS decoder for Non-Binary
LDPC codes

Erbao Li, Francisco Garcı́a-Herrero, David Declercq, Kiran Gunnam, Jesús Omar Lacruz and Javier Valls

Abstract—Check node update processing for non-binary LDPC
(NB-LDPC) architectures requires a large number of clock cycles,
which limits the achievable throughput to tens of Mbps for
high rate codes. In this work, we propose a new NB-LDPC
architecture based on the Trellis-EMS (T-EMS) algorithm that
reduces the number of clock cycles by a factor of dc, by adding
an extra column to the trellis. This feature makes our solution
the fastest decoder published for NB-LDPC codes, compared to
the recent state-of-the-art solutions. Our proposed architecture
has been implemented for two different high-rate codes: a
(N=3888,K=3456) NB-LDPC over GF (4) and a (N=837,K=726)
NB-LDPC over GF (32). The first one achieves a throughput of
3.2 Gbps on a 40nm CMOS process and the second one reaches
484 Mbps on a 90nm CMOS technology.

Index Terms—T-EMS, NB-LDPC, message passing decoder,
low latency, hardware decoder architecture, high-speed.

I. INTRODUCTION

B Inary low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, discovered
by Gallager in 1962 [1], were rediscovered and shown

to approach Shannon’s capacity in the late 1990s. Non-binary
LDPC (NB-LDPC) codes, viewed as an extension of the binary
ones, were first investigated by Davey and MacKay [2]. They
are defined by a set of parity equations on Galois field GF (q),
with q > 2. Although they are now known to be an efficient
alternative to binary LDPC for the transmission of short frames
or for very deep error floor performance, the major drawback
is their high decoding complexity, especially at the check node
unit (CNU).

Several methods have been proposed to reduce complexity,
such as the extended Min-Sum (EMS) algorithm [3], the
forward/backward (F/B) scheme [4] and the bubble check [5].
However, hardware implementation of the previous solutions
suffer from large latency, especially for high rate codes — with
large check node degree dc. The reason is that all proposed
decoders rely on a serial update of the dc messages of a check
node output, which makes the latency of these approaches
basically proportional to dc. For high rate codes, for which
dc takes large values, a throughput of only 60-70 Mbps was
reported [6] on a 180nm CMOS process, which is far from
being sufficient for most of the current coded transmission or
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storage applications. In order to simplify the high decoding
complexity and reduce latency for codes with large dc, the
trellis based EMS (T-EMS) algorithm has been proposed in
[7]. The T-EMS has a good trade-off between decoding com-
plexity and performance and it is more importantly suitable
for the NB-LDPC codes with large dc.

In this paper, EMS/T-EMS algorithms [3], [7] are combined
with the value reused method in [8]. As explained in [9], we
propose to add an extra column in the trellis representation of
the incoming messages to check node. By doing so, we only
need to build the configuration set once for the extra column.
Using the messages stored in the extra column, we can update
the dc outputs in parallel which allows a gain by a factor of
dc in latency compared to EMS with F/B. In addition to the
use of this technique, we propose in this paper an efficient
hardware architecture for the T-EMS with extra column that
allows us to reach a throughput of 484 Mbps throughput for a
(N=837,K=726) NB-LDPC code defined over GF (32), and
even a 3.2 Gbps throughput for a (N=3888,K=3456) NB-
LDPC over GF (4). The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In section II we will briefly introduce the EMS and T-
EMS algorithms. In section III, the T-EMS with extra column
representation will be discussed along with its complexity
analysis. The hardware architecture and its implementation
results will be presented in section IV. In section IV, we
also compare our proposal with the best solutions found in
literature. The paper will be concluded in section V.

II. LLR BASED BELIEF PROPAGATION ALGORITHMS

The size of the configuration set used at the CNU [3]
determines the decoder’s complexity of NB-LDPC codes. For
this reason, we will only focus on the update of check node
in this paper. For a NB-LDPC code on GF (q), let us denote
the elements of the field (0,1,α,...,αq−2). The Min-Sum (MS)
update function for the dc-th output of a check node with
degree dc can be written in the following way, for ∀β ∈ GF(q):

Vcdc [β] = max
β∈confβ(q)

dc∑
t=1,t6=p

Utc[βt] (1)

Vcp denotes the output message from check node to permu-
tation node, and {Upc}p=1,...,dc−1 are the dc − 1 input mes-
sages from permutation nodes. The configuration set confβ(q)
is defined as:

confβ(q) = {β = [β1 . . . βdc−1]T : β =

dc−1∑
p=1

βp} (2)
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The configuration β is a dc − 1-dimension vector, whose
entries belong to GF (q). The size of the configuration set is
qdc−1, which makes the CNU the most complicated part in the
decoder for NB-LDPC codes. This update with configuration
set can be illustrated with a trellis representation also, as shown
in Fig.1. This trellis has dc columns and q rows. The values
besides each state node represents the reliabilities of the states.
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Fig. 1: Trellis representation of input messages to a dc = 5
check node for a NB-LDPC code on GF (4)

In (1), for the dc-th output, we need to compare all the paths
in the trellis, each path corresponding to one configuration in
(2). In order to reduce this large complexity in the CNU, the
EMS algorithm was proposed in [3]. In the EMS algorithm, the
key idea is to choose the nm most reliable entries from each q-
sized message vector — one column in Fig.1. By considering
fewer entries compared to the MS and consider at most nc
deviations from the 0-order configuration (formed with the
most reliable state from each column — solid blue path in
Fig.1), the EMS saves complexity for the CNU, especially
for decoding the NB-LDPC codes on very high fields. The
configuration set for the EMS is redefined as [3]:

confβ(nm, nc) ={βK = [β
(k1)
1 . . . β

(kdc−1)

dc−1 ]T : β =

dc−1∑
t=1

β
(kt)
t

∀kt ≤ nm, |{kt 6= 1}t=1,...,dc−1| ≤ nc}
(3)

Where β
(kt)
t denotes the kt-th most reliable state in t-

th column. ∀kt ≤ nm means that in the configuration set,
we only consider the path that goes through the selected
nm most reliable states from each column. Then |{kt 6=
1}t=1,...,dc−1| ≤ nc means that in one configuration, there
are at most nc deviations from the 0-order configuration.
The CNU update for EMS is the same as in (1), but the
configuration set is replaced with confβ(nm, nc) as:

Vcdc [β] = max
β∈confβ(nm,nc)

dc∑
t=1,t6=p

Utc[β
(kt)
t ] (4)

The EMS algorithm greatly reduces the complexity of the
CNU for decoding NB-LDPC codes on very high fields. But
the size of configuration set is still too large because of the
regular number of selected states from each column, especially
for high rate NB-LDPC codes defined on low and moderate
fields. In addition, selecting nm entries at all the columns is
not always the best solution. For example, it seems statistically

meaningful that symbols which experience stronger noise
would need to process more states, while symbols which
experience weaker noise, would need fewer states to compute
a correct output reliability. This aspect cannot be taken into
account with the structure of the selected nodes in the EMS. In
order to select an irregular number of entries from each column
in an efficient way, the T-EMS algorithm was proposed in [7].
A short description of the T-EMS algorithm follows.

In the CNU of the T-EMS, the messages are first trans-
formed to the so-called delta domain [8]:

∆Upc[ηp = x+β(1)
p ] = Upc[β

(1)
p ]−Upc[x], x ∈ GF (q) (5)

β
(1)
p is the most reliable entry’s index in the p-th column.

Then the trellis in Fig.1 is transformed into a delta domain
trellis, as shown in Fig.2. All messages are non-negative in
the CNU processing for T-EMS. It should be noted also that
using this delta domain representation, the k-th most reliable
message in one column corresponds to the k-th smallest value
in the delta domain, so that the ‘maximum’ operator used in
the EMS will be replaced by ‘minimum’ operator.
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Fig. 2: Delta domain trellis representation for T-EMS

The 0-order configuration is shifted to the first row in delta
domain trellis. The deviations are built from selected states in
the trellis which are chosen row-wise. Only the nr minimum
values out of the dc−1 possible ones are kept, and a deviated
configuration of order nc (which differs from the 0-order
configuration in exactly nc indices), involves the selection of
nc different rows in the delta domain trellis.

Following the notations of configuration sets in equation (3),
but changing the symbol notations from the normal domain to
the delta domain, a configuration in the delta domain trellis
will be denoted by η = [η1 . . . ηdc−1]T . The possible values
for ηp belong to a limited number of trellis nodes, which are
selected row-wise. Let A denote the subset of trellis states
considered to build the configuration sets. The elements in
A are represented as (η, p), η is the row index and p is the
column index. Additionally, we denote by Ap (Aη) the subset
of A which contains the states on the p-th column (the η-th
row) of the trellis. Therefore, the selected nodes of the delta
domain trellis are stored in the following set:

A =

dc−1⋃
p=1

Ap =

q−1⋃
η=0

Aη (6)
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A0 contains all the states composing the first row (0-order
configuration), that is β(1)

p , p = 1 . . . dc − 1, or equivalently
ηp = 0, p = 1 . . . dc − 1. Then we add to A the nr smallest
values in each row of the delta domain trellis. The total number
of nodes which compose A is therefore dc − 1 + nr (q − 1).
As a result of this selection of nodes in the trellis, the number
of selected states in each column is not constant (as shown
in Fig.2), as opposed to the regular EMS algorithm, where
exactly nm values were chosen in each column. For the high
rate NB-LDPC codes with low and moderate fields order, T-
EMS algorithm considers fewer states in the trellis than EMS,
which means that the size of the configuration set would be
smaller. The new configuration set for T-EMS is defined as:

Tconfη(nr, nc) ={η = [η1, ..., ηdc−1]
T : η =

dc−1∑
t=1

ηt,

(ηt, t) ∈ A, |B = {ηt : ηt 6= 0}| ≤ nc}
(7)

The elements in B = {ηt : ηt 6= 0} are all distincts, which
guarantees that the nc deviations belong to nc different rows,
which further reduces the configurations set size. With this
configuration set, the CNU update function for T-EMS is:

∆Vcdc [η] = min
η∈Tconfη(nr,nc)

dc−1∑
p=1

∆Upc[ηp] (8)

After all the dc outputs are updated, the messages are
transformed back to normal domain:

Vcp[β = η−
dc∑

t=1,t6=p

βt +β(1)
p ] = −∆Vcp[η], η ∈ GF (q) (9)

As shown in (1), (4) and (8), we need to build the con-
figuration sets dc times in order to get all dc outputs for a
check node. In EMS algorithm, this can be avoided with the
F/B implementation [4], [5], but it introduces serious latency
problem, especially for high rate codes. On the other hand, the
T-EMS cannot use the F/B method, since it is implemented
row wise. In order to solve the latency problem of the decoders
for NB-LDPC codes, we propose the T-EMS algorithm with
an extra column in next section.

III. LOW LATENCY T-EMS WITH EXTRA COLUMN

In order to avoid building dc times the configuration sets for
T-EMS, in this section we propose the low latency decoder by
adding one extra column to the message representation trellis.
First, we introduce how to update the dc outputs with the
results in the extra column. Then, we make some comparisons
with EMS.

A. T-EMS with extra column

In the proposed decoder with extra column, the size of the
vectors in the configuration set of (7) is dc. The nr minimum
values out of dc are chosen from each row. Based on (8), the
output for the extra column can be written as:

∆W [η] = min
η∈Tconfη(nr,nc)

∑dc

p=1
∆Upc[ηp] (10)

For each state ∆W [η] in the extra column, we compute
its reliability and we also store in a local memory the
configuration which has reliability ∆W [η]. Let η(η) denote
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Fig. 3: Delta domain trellis representation with extra column

the configuration that has reliability ∆W [η], which is a dc
dimension vector. The output messages ∆Vcp, p = 1, . . . , dc
are computed using the following equation:

∆Vcp[η
(η)(p) + η] = min(∆Vcp[η

(η)(p) + η] ,

∆W [η]−∆Upc[η
(η)(p)])

(11)

In (11), the index η(η)(p) corresponds to the deviation in
the p-th column, for the configuration η(η) whose syndrome
value is η. Note that when a configuration has no deviation at
column p, then the update equation is restricted to a simple
copy of ∆W [η]. As we can observe, the dc extrinsic messages
∆Vcp can be updated in parallel, using ∆W and the local input
messages ∆Upc. This parallel computation is a feature that was
not present in the low complexity algorithms for NB-LDPC
codes proposed in the literature [5], [10], [11].

After step (11) is completed, there are some entries in
the extrinsic messages that are not updated, which have the
initialization value Amax. The reason is that two config-
urations for the extra column might fill the same state in
one column. For example, when a configuration has only
one deviation in column p with symbol value η(η)(p), then
since η = η(η)(p), the state with index 0 will be filled, i.e.
∆Vcp[0]. This entry has been already filled with the most
reliable configuration as ∆Vcp[0] = 0, and then it will not
be updated. But as a consequence, the entry ∆Vcp[η

(η)(p)]
will not be updated either and it will stay at its initialization
value ∆Vcp[η

(η)(p)] = Amax. For those output values which
are not filled with equation (11), one can use efficiently the
first or the second minimum values in the corresponding row
to fill the required output.

In order to show how the missing entries are filled, let us
take as an example configuration η(1) = [0 1 0 0 0] correspond-
ing to ∆W [η = 1] = 5 in Fig.3. All the values of ∆Vcp[1], ex-
cept in the second column, are set to the value of ∆W [1] = 5.
For the output in the second column, since the its index is
η(η)(p) + η = 0, this entry is already filled with 0, and then
will not be updated. As a consequence, the value of ∆V2p[1]
is not filled, and will be updated with the second minimum
value in the row η = 1, i.e. ∆V2p[1] = ∆Up5[1] = 10.

With the extra column, we do not need to build the con-
figuration set dc times in T-EMS. This will save a lot of area
and latency in hardware implementation. Before we send the
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messages to the variable node, we need to change the index
domain back to the original domain as (9).

Remember that the delta messages are all non-negative, so
that all outputs at check node now are all non-positive. Since in
the trellis we only take nc deviations and for each row we just
consider nr minimum values, so we overestimate the reliability
in delta domain. That means we underestimate the reliability
in normal message domain (because of the sign change in (9)).
In this case we should have compensation for T-EMS. With
offset δ, which is positive, we have:

Vcp[β] = min(Vcp[β] + δ, 0) (12)

B. Complexity analysis

In this subsection we compare the size of the configuration
sets of EMS and T-EMS, and show that the T-EMS requires
less configuration to perform the CNU update.

In the case of the original EMS, the total number of
configurations differs when one uses a serial scheduling of
CNU [3], or a F/B scheduling CNU [4], [5]. Let NEMS be the
maximum number of configurations used in EMS with serial
implementation, and NEMS−FB be the maximum number of
configurations used in the F/B implementation. Those numbers
can be computed as:

NEMS = dc

nc∑
k=0

(
dc − 1
k

)
× (nm − 1)k (13)

NEMS−FB = [2(dc − 3) + dc]× nm log nm (14)

Now, let NT−EMS be the maximum number of
confη(nr, nc) used in the T-EMS. NT−EMS cannot be
computed exactely since it depends on how the nr (q − 1)
trellis states are spread among the columns. An upper bound
on NT−EMS (which probably contains the paths with two
deviations from the same column) is given by:

NT−EMS =

nc∑
k=0

(
q − 1
k

)
× nkr (15)

In Fig.4, we show the evolution of the size of configuration
sets NEMS , NEMS−FB and NT−EMS for increasing dc. The
parameters (q, nm, nc, nr) in each sub-figure are fixed, which
explains why NT−EMS is constant. As it can be seen, the
T-EMS explores fewer configurations than the EMS and F/B
based EMS for almost all dc for different Galois field orders.
It is important to remark that T-EMS increases its efficiency
with dc, so we can conclude that as high is the rate of the code
higher is the difference of complexity of T-EMS compared to
EMS.

IV. ARCHITECTURE FOR T-EMS WITH THE EXTRA
COLUMN

The CNU architecture for the T-EMS with extra column is
presented in Fig.5. As it can be seen, we can find four different
blocks: i) conversion to delta domain, ii) two minimum finder,
iii) configuration / extra column processor, and iv) conversion
to normal domain. The detailed architecture for the first three
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Fig. 4: Comparison on the size of configuration set used for
CNU in the different algorithms.

blocks is depicted in Fig.6, 7 and 8-9, which implement
equations (5), (7) and (10) respectively. The conversion to
normal domain can be derived from the architecture at Fig.6.

Fig. 5: Complete architecture for the check node unit for T-
EMS with extra column.
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Fig. 6: Conversion to delta domain.

This check node architecture was applied with a layered
schedule decoder that was written in VHDL and implemented
in a 90nm CMOS process for the (N=837,K=726) NB-LDPC
over GF (32). Results for our architecture and for the most
efficient decoders found in literature are included in Table
I. All the decoders are implemented for the same code and
the same performance (different number of iterations are
considered to ensure that the different algorithms provide the
same performance). As can be seen regarding the latency, the
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Fig. 7: Two minimum finder.

Fig. 8: Configuration pro-
cessor. Fig. 9: Extra column pro-

cessor.

architecture designed for the T-EMS reduces at least two times
the number of clock cycles. If we compare now the efficiency
in terms of Throughput/Area, we can see that for the same
performance T-EMS architecture is 50% more efficient that
the one proposed in [12] and more than three times more
efficient than the one based on Min-max algorithm from [13].
Compared to the implementation from [14] based on Trellis
Max-log QSPA, our proposal is six times more efficient.

In order to show that the T-EMS can be a valid competitor
to even binary LDPC solutions, we have also implemented our
T-EMS architecture using a high-speed 40nm CMOS process
for a (N=3888,K=3456) NB-LDPC over GF (4), and were able
to achieve a throughput of 3.6 Gbps with an area of 0.8mm2,
which is comparable to the binary decoders and sufficient for
most of the nowadays coding applications.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the T-EMS algorithm, we have proposed a low
latency decoder by adding an extra column to the delta
message representation. The complexity analysis shows that
T-EMS is very suitable for high rates NB-LDPC codes. The
proposed architecture shows how latency is reduced at least
two times and throughput is increased in the same proportion.
We can conclude that T-EMS with the extra column allows us
to derive architectures with a very high efficiency compared
to the existing state of the art.
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